This map was created from a parcel-based analysis that incorporated whole parcels affected by Conservation Areas. Some parcels may not be completely inside a Conservation Area. Land use data was derived from the most current General Plans available.

Conservation and Land Use

- C.V. Stormwater Channel and Delta C.A.
- Conservation Level 3
- County, AG
- County, BP
- County, CR
- County, CT
- County, MDR
- County, OS-R
- County, OS-W
- County, PF
- County, RR
- County, VLDR
- Riverside County Parcels

CVWD Drains included in this Conservation Area are not shown.

2005 natural color mosaic courtesy of National Agricultural Imagery Program.

DISCLAIMER: Maps and data are to be used for reference purposes only. Map features are approximate, and are not necessarily accurate to surveying or engineering standards. CVAG and The County of Riverside make no warranty or guarantee as to the content (the source is often third party), accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any of the data provided, and assumes no legal responsibility for the information contained on this map. Any use of this product with respect to accuracy and precision shall be the sole responsibility of the user.